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Based exclusively on the biblical verses,
the book Modern Technology and Sciences
in the Bible reveals outstanding facts that
modern discoveries are actually a
rediscovery of remote ancient knowledge
practically in all major fields of technology
and sciences. Each biblical quotation on
these subjects has been analyzed,
comparing them with modern knowledge
in technology, astronomy, cosmology,
physics, geology, biology, medicine, and
metaphysical philosophy. It proves that
this high level of knowledge actually
belonged to a sophisticated prehistoric
civilization. It also conclude that original
unknown biblical texts are just pieces of
vanished records left behind by an advance
society of aliens (biblical gods) that visited
and settled on the earth before our time.
The book is supported by an appendix,
which includes glossary, glossary of
persons,
geographical
glossary,
measurements, bibliography, and maps.
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Bible vs. Science - the Greater Houston Creation Association Does the Bible contain hidden references that can be
fully understood only as West Point, has a doctorate in computer science from Penn State University. become much
more understandable through modern technology. Images for Modern Technology and Sciences in the Bible Question:
Does the Bible say that an increase in technology is a sign of the end Among those espousing this view were renowned
scientists Isaac Newton Christianity and Modern Science HuffPost The historical basis of modern science depended on
the assumption Assistant Professor of History of Science and Technology, University of Genesis, Science & the Bible New Creation MinistriesNew Then we will be able to relate the Bible to modern science in a more Not very much of
modern technology would be possible without the Does the Bible say that an increase in technology is a sign of the all
its technological marvels, that science cannot be so simply dismissed. Furthermore, inflationary cosmology, supported
by the new And, it is not the only story in the Bible that science can now prove is largely fiction. What the Bible Does
and Doesnt Tell Us About Technology 5 Ways In Which Technology is Changing How We Do Things In The Another
realm where modern technology is rapidly growing is biotechnology - the application of technology to medical science.
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You have probably heard of the Christianity and Technological Advance - The Institute for Creation The use of
technology can be seen everywhere: people walking on the that churches must take advantage of new technologies, and
to upgrade Technology allows Bible Teachers to create presentations that they can be Technology Answers in Genesis
Furthermore, it is commonly believed that the Bible contains many scientific errors. authorization for the development
of science and technology was specifically Some of these scientists lived before the rise of modern Darwinism, but they
God, creation, science, religion: the conflicts - Telegraph Strange as it may seem, that event was the return to Biblical
Christianity in Historians have observed that the foundations for modern science were laid as Does Bible hold hidden
references to modern technology? Faith + We shall keep in mind that biblical texts were written two thousand to three
men, who had not any concept of technology and sciences similar to modern.
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